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Abstract—In this paper, we present channel estimators for
Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) fast fading channels.
We show that the LTE-A Reference Signals (RS) structure—
despite being designed for rather static scenarios—allows for
accurate estimation performance even for higher speeds. We
derive a Linear Minimum Mean Square Error (LMMSE) estimator and outline the restrictions that the LTE-A standard places
on this estimator. Moreover, we present a novel Least Squares
(LS) estimator based on a smoothness constraint, attempting
to approach the performance of the LMMSE estimator, as our
simulations reveal the rather limited capabilities of conventional
interpolation techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In Multi User (MU) Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
(MIMO) transmissions, an evolved base station (eNodeB)
transmits to different User Equipments (UEs) at the same time
on the same frequency, multiplexing the individual streams
purely in the spatial domain. In order to benefit from this additional degree of freedom, LTE-A base stations support transmit
modes that allow to dynamically schedule users according
to their time variant channels. Therefore, they are capable
of changing the number of downlink transmission layers at
certain frequencies and/or use non codebook based precoders
to optimize throughput for any given channel realization [1].
While this approach strives to increases the overall system
performance, it also leads to a granularization of the time
frequency resource grid which needs to be taken into account
by an appropriate RS structure and corresponding estimators.
In [2], we showed how UE-specific RS or DemodulationRS (DM-RS) can be used to obtain estimates for LTE-A
block fading channels. These estimators perform well up to
a speed of around 50 km/h but become infeasible for UEs
moving at a higher pace. Up to the authors’ knowledge, there
has been no work investigating the effects of high Doppler
speed on LTE-A channel estimation. We therefore build on
the results of [2] to derive estimators for fast fading scenarios.
We introduce an LMMSE estimator which relies on perfect
knowledge of the precoder and second order channel statistics.
Even though such an estimator is impractical in real world
scenarios, it is the optimum linear estimator minimizing the
channel estimation Mean Square Error (MSE). Thus, we rather
use it as a reference to be compared against more realistic
Least Squares (LS) estimators. The underlying procedure is
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the same for all of these LS estimators: Given a limited
number of channel estimates on pilot positions, more or
less sophisticated interpolation techniques are employed to
obtain an estimate of the full time and frequency selective
channel. Investigating different interpolation techniques, we
found that plain linear interpolation outperformed higher order
interpolation techniques such as cubic spline interpolation.
Consequently, we derive a novel LS interpolator based on
a smoothness constraint in order to overcome the limited
performance of linear interpolation.
The rest of this work is structured as follows: Section II
gives an overview of the system model and explains how we
can use the RS structure defined by the LTE-A standard [3].
Subsequently, Section III contains the analytical development
of the LMMSE and LS estimators with respect to the LTE-A
pilot structure. Eventually, Section IV will evaluate the performance and compare the different estimators by means of
numeric simulations employing a standard compliant LTE-A
Link-Level simulator [4]. All data is available online for
reproducibility.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In fast fading scenarios, the MIMO channel is time as well
as frequency dependent. Thus we define
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as the time and frequency dependent channel from transmit
antenna j to receive antenna i, with Nfreq and Ntime being the
total number of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) symbols in time and the number of subcarriers per
Resource Block (RB), respectively. Similarly, we define P(k,l)
to be the (in general) time and frequency dependent precoder
from transmit layer l to transmit antenna k. Please note that
we do not make any assumptions about the precoder at all: In
fact, one of the main reasons for using DM-RS is to overcome
limitations of codebook based precoding.
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Ntime

If we now set

Hi,j := diag vec(H(i,j) ) ,
| {z }
=:hi,j

=:pk,l

(2)
and assemble all symbols to be transmitted in two consecutive
RBs on all layers in the Nfreq Ntime NL -dimensional vector x,
we can write the receive vector y as
y = HPx + n ,
where


Reference Symbols


Pk,l := diag vec(P(k,l) ) ,
| {z }
Control Region

Nfreq

Fig. 1.

Downlink Shared Channel

RB pair in the time-frequency plane.

(3)

2) Cubic Spline Interpolation: Cubic spline interpolation
attempts
to improve the quality of linear interpolation by
H1,1
...
H1,NTX
interconnecting
the data points with polynomials of third order
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.
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N
N
×N
N
N
..
..
H= .
 ∈ C freq time RX freq time TX , instead of straight planes. The additional unknowns (polyno.
HNRX ,1 . . . HNRX ,NTX
mial coefficients) can be obtained by claiming the interpolant


to be two times continuously differentiable. Intuitively, we
P1,1
...
P1,NL
 ..

expected this approach to outperform linear interpolation, but
..
N N N ×N N N
..
P= .
 ∈ C freq time TX freq time L ,
.
.
a closer look at Figure 1 reveals why we were wrong: There
PNTX ,1 . . . PNTX ,NL
is just too few pilots per RB pair. In fact, there is just
(4) two pilots in time and three pilots in frequency, all of them
lying at the edge of the interpolation region, which leads to
n denotes i.i.d. Gaussian noise with covariance matrix σn2 I
boundary effects distorting the result. This can be explained
and NL , NTX and NRX are the number of transmit layers,
as follows: At the boundary of the interpolation interval one
transmit antennas and receive antennas, respectively. Since the
cannot calculate the derivatives of the interpolant. However,
DM-RS are inserted before the precoding, we actually attempt
the algorithm calculating the interpolant needs this values
to estimate the product of precoder and channel matrix,
so that the underlying linear equation system is not under
A = HP. We call A the effective channel that—according
determined. Usually the second derivatives at the interval
to Equation (4)—also assumes block diagonal structure with
borders are set to zero (“Natural Splines”).
the blocks Am,n = diag(am,n ). Consequently, the composites
Am,n of channel and precoder linearly map transmit layer n to
receive antenna m. Assuming a spatially uncorrelated channel, B. LMMSE Estimator
the estimation can be performed individually for each channel
Now we intend to estimate the random vector a, disturbed
vector am,n .
by the additive noise vector v given the LS estimate âp at the
Figure 1 shows a pair of RBs in the time-frequency domain. pilot positions. The well known linear estimator minimizing
Depending on the overall system bandwidth, the Physical the MSE is then given as
Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) can make up to the first
−1 p
four symbols in each subframe, thus limiting the Physical
âLMMSE = Ra,ap Rap + Rv
â ,
(5)
Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) to the region that is
with the respective cross- and autocorrelation matrices Ra,ap ,
covered by DM-RS.
In [2], we showed that for the number of transmit layers Rap and Rv . Given the autocorrelation matrix of the channel
NL ≤ 4, we can obtain the LS estimates at the pilot positions vector hj,k , we can obtain the autocorrelation matrix of the
simply by taking the inner product between the received effective channel vector am,n as
symbols and the corresponding orthonormal vector. In case of

fast fading, NL ≤ 4 is necessary to preserve the orthogonality
Ram,n ,am,n = E am,n aH
m,n

!H 
between the RS . The vector âp comprising the LS estimates on
NTX
NTX
X

X
the pilot positions will be the starting point for the estimators
=E
Pj,n hm,j
Pk,n hm,k


presented in the subsequent sections. In the following, we will
j=1
k=1
drop the indices m, n whenever there is no risk for confusion.
NTX
X
=
Pj,n Rh PH
j,n . (6)
III. C HANNEL E STIMATIORS


j=1

A. LS Estimators based on conventional 2D interpolation
1) Linear Interpolation: The simplest way to extend the
estimates at the pilot positions âp to a full estimate Â is to
use linear interpolation. The interpolated values lie on planes
spanned through the three closest pilot symbols.
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In this derivation, we assumed that all channel vectors hi,j
have the same auto correlation matrix Rh and are not correlated with each other. From [5] we know that
2
Rv = I(σn2 + σICI
).

(7)
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The inter carrier interference noise power for the case of Jake’s
spectrum is derived in [6] as
Z 1
2
σICI
=1−
(1 − |x|)J0 (ωD Ts x) dx ,
(8)

Equation (10) is essentially the discrete version of the norm
of the weighted gradient
Z
2
(11)
λ · ∇u(f, t) d(f, t) .

where J0 (·) denotes the zeroth-order Bessel function, ωD is the
radian Doppler frequency and Ts is the duration of an OFDM
symbol.
As stated before, one of the reasons why DM-RS were
introduced was to allow for non codebook based precoding
without additional signalling. As a result, the use of the
LMMSE estimator is restricted to the following scenarios:
1) The estimator of Equation (5) together with the results
of Equations (6)–(8) yield the optimum linear estimator
in the MSE sense. Even though the precoders will not
be known in practical systems, we can use it in our
simulations to obtain a lower bound on the MSE of the
LS estimators.
2) In practical systems correlation values need to be estimated when using an LMMSE estimator. This is usually
done by time averaging, exploiting the ergodicity of the
channel. Therefore, an estimate

Hence, the optimum Uopt = ÂSM will have the smallest
possible variations over the RB pair while still matching the
LS estimate at the pilot positions. Equation
(10)

T is a convex
optimization problem in U and λ = λF λT
which can
be solved efficiently using cvx [7].
As our simulations have shown (cf. Section IV), the solution
of Equation (10) for any SNR and UE speed is (up to numerical inaccuracies) identical to that of the slightly different
convex optimization problem

f,t

−1

R̂a =

Nreal
1 X
ââH
Nreal r=1

(9)

of Ra could be used in Equation (5), thus eliminating
the dependence on precoder knowledge. However, as we
can see from Equation (6), the correlation of the effective channel is significantly impacted by the precoder.
Without further provisions (e.g., limiting the precoder’s
temporal rate of change and scheduling arrangments
that are constant over several subsequent subframes)
ergodicity and a sufficient number of realizations Nreal
is not guaranteed.
C. Smoothness Estimator
The fact that the LS estimators in Section III-A work best
with linear interpolation but are still far from the performance
of the LMMSE estimator in Section III-B gave rose to the
question whether it is possible to find a more suitable interpolation technique for the given pilot pattern. Since the desired
channel smoothness could not be achieved with spline interpolation, we formulated the following optimization problem:
Minimize
X
X
λF
|Uf +1,t − Uf,t |2 + λT
|Uf,t+1 − Uf,t |2
f,t

f,t

Subject to
Uf,t = Âpf,t

(10)
for (f, t) ∈ P

λT > 0
λF > 0
Here the matrix U comprising the elements Ut,f is a matrix
over time and frequency, just like H(i,j) in Equation (1) and
P denotes the set of pilot indices. The objective function in
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Minimize
X

|Âpf,t − Uf,t |2 + λF

X

+ λT

X

|Uf +1,t − Uf,t |2

f,t

(f,t)∈P

|Uf,t+1 − Uf,t |2

f,t

(12)

Subject to
λT > 0
λF > 0
which allows for a deviation of the interpolant at the pilot positions but penalizes them in the objective function. However,
if we assume λ to be constant in Equation (12), this convex
optimization problem boils down to an LS problem whose
closed form solution we calculated to be
 
−1  p
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â = Sâp (13)
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1 k is a pilot position
D = diag Π ,
Πk :=
,
0 otherwise
..

where ⊕ denotes the Kronecker sum λF F ⊕ λT T = INtime ⊗
λF F + λT T ⊗ INfreq and the notation (M)p indicates that the
matrix M is reduced to those columns where pilot symbols
are present.
The closed form expression Equation (13) can be used
to reduce computational complexity inherent to numerical
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MSE

convex optimization. First of all, the matrix to be inverted
has band structure with five nonzero diagonals spanning a
total bandwidth of BW = 2Nfreq + 1. Moreover, the matrix
is independent of the channel estimates and solely a function
of λ. As we will see from simulations in Section IV, λ is
approximately constant for given UE speeds, SNR and channel
model. As a result, we can reuse the filtering matrix S without
recalculating it for any pair of RBs.

10

-1

smoothness

linear

spline

-2

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results from a standard
compliant LTE-A Link-Level Simulator [4]. We carried out
Monte Carlo simulations, using a 4×4 single user transmission
setup with non identity precoding and the ITU VehA frequency
selective channel model with Jake’s spectrum. Respective
parameters can be found in Table I.

LMMSE
10

10

Figures 3 and 4
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Figure 2 shows the MSE as a function of UE speed. As
stated above, RB based spline interpolations performs worse
than linear interpolation. As we can see from this figure, the
proposed smoothness interpolation technique outperforms the
linear one.
Figure 3 depicts the SNR dependency of the MSE. The
results look similar to Figure 2 with respect to estimator performance, the difference being that the smoothness interpolator
saturates for high SNR and becomes worse than the estimators
based on conventional interpolation techniques.
Please note that the curve for the smoothness interpolator in
Figures 2 and 3 is actually three curves plotted on top of each
other, each of which represents a different implementation of
the estimator:
1) Interpolation based on Equation (10)
2) Interpolation based on Equation (12)
3) Interpolation based on Equation (13), where the filter
matrix S has been calculated just once for each SNR
and UE speed and has then been reused for interpolation
of all RBs on all layers.
This results indicate that the proposed smoothness interpolator
can be implemented efficiently without significant loss of
performance.
Looking at Figure 4, we can see how the MSE error
performance translates into coded throughput. The proposed
smoothness estimator achieves a SNR gain of roughly 0.5 dB
in the range of practical relevant SNR.
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
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Fig. 3. Channel estimation MSE as a function of SNR at an UE speed of
100 km/h.

V. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
In this work, we derived channel estimators for LTE-A fast
fading channels. We demonstrated that for this case, the well
known estimation strategies for LTE are either hard to implement (LMMSE estimator) or provide limited performance
(LS estimators based on linear interpolation). To overcome
these drawbacks, we proposed a novel LS estimator based on
a smoothness constraint, providing a SNR gain of 0.5 dB.
Since the filtering matrix that we employ for this estimator
is approximately constant for given SNR and UE speeds, the
complexity of the estimator is comparable to simple linear
interpolation.
We also want to stress that the proposed interpolation
technique can be generalized to arbitrary 2D interpolation
problems where the underlying function is known to have a
smooth shape.
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